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Unit 5
THE LITTLE CLAY HUT

`Major Goals of the Unit\

The learners,

1.Engage/participate in communicative contexts such as responding to questions and
instructions.

2. Read individually and in pair, and act/ roleplay characters, actions and events of the
story.

3. Understand simple questions beginning with who, where, what etc.

4. Write dialogues in a given context

Performance expectations

The learners,

1. Describe pictures

2. Prepare address tags and list out ingredients for a particular dish

3. Undertake simple project works.
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Activity 2  -    ‘Kduk Kduk’ 25 minutes

Aim :To sing a poem rhythmically and act
Language focus : Sing the given poem and act.
TLM : Video of song.

Aim : Engage in simple games
Language focus : Listen and act accordingly
TLM :

Teacher asks the learners to form a circle and sit on their knees.Teacher also joins with them. She/he
gives certain instructions in the following manner
If the frog is in the pond, the learners should keep their palms on the floor in front of their knees.
If the frog is on thebank, they should keep the palms on their shoulder.
If the frog on the tree, they should keep the palms on the head.
If the frog is free, they can throw the hands in the air.
Now the teacher changes the animal and repeats the game. As a second step teacher changes the
order of  instructions. Those who fails to follow instructions are out.

20 minutes

Session 1
Time: 2 hours

Activity 1 -Frog in the pond

Assessment: Could the learners perform the actions according to the instructions?

Teacher shows the video clip of Nilaponagalayelo’ from the Malayalam Movie
Thenmavinkombathu and follows an interaction based on that.
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HV06gd9pp_4

( The teacher can scan the QR Code with the android phone
so that she/he can access the video easily. Check your scanner
app for scanning QR Code. I f you don’t have this facility, it
can be downloaded from play store. )

 QR Code
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Activity 3-The Pot

Aim : Listen and comprehend  a story
Language focus : Listen and comprehend the given story.

30 minutes

What have you seen in the video?
Have you ever seen a bullock cart?
Shall we bring a bullock cart in our class.?

Teacher divides the learners into 4 groups.Then she/he directs each group to form a bullock cart with
their bodies. ( Body designing). There should be bullocks  and  the rider. Now the teacher sings the
following song. Learners sing with the teacher and each bullock cart moves in the rhythm of the song.
Kduk kduk kduk
The bullock cart moves…
Kduk kduk kduk
The bullocks pull the cart.
Kduk kduk kduk
The man drivesthe cart..
Kduk kduk kduk
The cart is full of pots
Kduk kduk kduk
The bullock cart moves.

Assessment : How many of the learners were able to follow the rhythm?
How many of them could sing the song along with the teacher?

Teacher places a big canvas or a chart on the wall .
She/he shows  a  cut out of a bullock cart full of pots and moves it across the chart and says:
 Kduck kduck the cart moves in.
(The cart is full of pots. One of the pots can move. It has a smiling face)
Interacts with the learners using this picture.

What are there in the cart?
Yes, you are right.
Look at this pot. What is special about this pot?
Yes, it has a face
What is it doing?
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It is looking around.
What is the pot thinking?Can you guess?

Leads learners to TB page number 104.
Teacher reads out the text in a story telling mode.
 Follows the steps of echo reading.
Instructs the learners to follow the teacher.

Assessment : How many learners have followed the style of reading?
Could they comprehend the story?

What all activities did I do today?

Did I participate in all the activities?

Which one is more interesting?

Could all learners understand my directions?
 Could I use English comprehensibly?
 How many of them need special care and
support in activities?
Could I incorporate the specially gifted  learners
in the activities?

Expected writings in the learner’s notebook : Song
Evidence of class room process : Song on chart, Big picture.
Things to the portfolio :

Learner’s Reflection Teacher's Reflection

Activity  4 - Careful ! Don’t break it please

Aim : Engage in games
Language focus : Follow the instructions given by the teacher

20 minutes

Let children stand in a circle.
Teacher gives the following instructions:
I shall give you a pot. You should pass the pot from one person to another. It is a magical pot. It
can change its size. Sometime it will become big; some time it will go small. Sometimes it will be
heavy and sometimes light.
Let them pass the pot. They should pass the pot with proper expressions and actions that the size and
weight of the pot demands. If anybody lacks the requisite  action,  he is out. The teacher gives a trial first.

Assessment : Were the learners able to follow the instructions?
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Session 2
Time: 2 hours

Activity 5 - Acting with the clay pot

Aim :Listen and act according to the instructions.
Language focus : Listen and act according to the instructions.
TLM : Model/cut out of a pot.

20 minutes

Teacher places a model/ cut out of a pot on the table and acts as taking water from it and
drinking.
Teacher asks:

What did I do?
Can you do another action using the clay pot?

Invites some learners to perform some actions.
Eg: Carrying water, cooking etc…
Does it have any other use?
Elicits actions.

Assessment: How many of the learners could present their ideas?

Activity  6 - Listen to the teacher

Aim : Listen and comprehend
Language focus : Listen and comprehend the passage.

45 minutes

Teacher invites the attention of learners to the big canvasand the moving pot.
Look at this pot. What is special about it?
This pot is special. Can you say what?

Brings their attention to page 105 of the course book.(‘Buzz-fuzz,The fly’ )
Interaction based on the first picture.
Elicits what happens.
Asks the learners to read the passage and see if their predictions are correct.
Let them find what happens to the pot later.
After individual reading the let them discuss in pairs and clear their doubts.
After this, teacher interacts with the learners in the following manner.
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Assessment: Could the learners comprehend the idea of the passage?
How many of them were able to arrange the sentence in correct order?

Aim: Listen and comprehend. Sing the song rhythmically
Language focus: Sing the given poem together following the rhythm.

30 minutes

What happened to the pot?
Where is the pot now?
Who came near the pot?
Yes , A fly
Can you say the name of fly?
Buzz fuzz the fly.
What did fly ask ?
Can you show the sentence?
Is there anyone inside ?
Look at the pot.
What did they do with the pot?
The fly made it his home.

Teacher presents the story with proper tone and gestures.
Asks some of them to read aloud. After loud reading, the teachers supplies the worksheet to pair
groups and asks them to sequence the sentences correctly in their notebook.

WORK SHEET

Arrange the sentences in order.
 A bullock cart came.
 The cart was full of pots.
 A fly flew in.
 The pot jumped out.

Activity 7 Buzz –Fuzz the fly

Picture interaction
Who is in the pot now?
Yes Buzz-Fuzz the fly.

Shows page number 106  to children.
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Teacher's Reflections

Look at the pot here.
Do you see any changes?
What are they?

Leads their attention to the window and the steps.
Who made the window?
 Yes! Buzz-Fuzz the fly.
Who made the steps?
The fly!.
What is its name?
Say it aloud!
Buzz-Fuzz !

Let’s sing a song
There is a pot
The pot is in the meadow
And the green grass grow
And the green grass grow
Around

There is a fly
The fly is in the pot
The pot is in the meadow
And the green grass grow
And the green grass grow
Around!
Let learners dance while they sing.

Assessment :  Could all learners associate the context with the theme of the song and follow easily?

Activity 8   Crunch  Munch the mouse 35 minutes

Aim : Read and comprehend.
Language focus : Comprehend the ideas from the passage.
TLM : Cut out of a mouse

Teacher initiates an interaction:
Who is coming to the pot now?
What will he say?
What will Buzz-Fuzz say?

Let the learners predict the conversation and events. Write them on the black board.
Leads the learners to the passage on page 106.
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 Let them make attempts to read individually.
 Process reading.
 Reads the passage aloud in a story telling mode.
 Let children read after the teacher.( Echo reading)
Role Play
Teacher interacts:

Let’s role play this scene.
How many characters are there?
Who are they?
Who is going to act as the mouse?
What is his name?
Who is acting as Buzz-Fuzz the fly?
Okay !
Let’s be pairs.
All Crunch munch,  please find your dialogues
Buzz- Fuzz,you find your dialogues.

Encourages children to read the text once again to find dialogues.
The characters can write down their own pieces of dialogues.
Let them practice the dialogues.
Teacher pastes the cut out of a mouse in the big picture.

Assessment : Are the learners able to deliver the dialogues meaningfully?
     How many of them show talent in acting?

xpected writings in the learner’s notebook : Sequenced sentences
Evidence of class room process : Song on chart, Big picture, worksheet
Things to the portfolio :

Learner’s Reflection Teacher's Reflection

Could all learners understand my directions?
Could I use English comprehensibly?
How many of them need special care and
support in activities?
Could I incorporate the gifted learners in the
activities?

What all activities did I do today?
 Did I participate in all the activities?
Which one is more interesting?
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Assessment: Could all learners supplement lines to the song?
How many of them need support in reading?

Session 3
Time: 2 hours

Teacher sings the following song again
There is a pot
The pot is in the meadow
And the green grass grow
And the green grass grow
Around

There is a fly
The fly is in the pot
The  pot is in the meadow
And the green grass grow
And the green grass grow
Around

Teacher shows  the cut out of the mouse and elicits lines
There is a ..............
…………………………

Let the learners complete the lines and write in their note books.

Activity   9 Let’s add more lines

Aim: add lines to the given song.
Language Focus: Adding lines to a given poem.

35 minutes

Activity   10   Hop Stop comes

Aim : Read and comprehend the passage
Language focus : Comprehend the ideas from the text.

40 minutes
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Assessment: Were all learners able to comprehend the passage?

Teacher projects pictures on pages 107 &108 and asks the learners to identify the changes in the
pictures.
Let them find out the new characters and allows them to predict the possible events and conversations
between the inmates and the guests.
Teacher writes their varied predictions on the black board and thus leads them to the reading of the
pages. Firstly, page 107 and then page 108.
Process reading
Teacher asks the learners to rewrite the conversation between the characters in the conversational
format.
Leads them to the writing through interaction.
Eg: Frog: ………………………..
Buzz Fuzz & Crunch Munch: …………………….
Follows a loud reading technique. ( Echo reading/ Give me the word/dialogue)

Activity 11  New Guests to the Hut

Aim : Read and comprehend
Language focus : Comprehend the ideas from the text.

45 minutes

Teacher shows pictures on pages 109 & 110 and asks the learners to predict the events.
She/he then leads them to reading of the texts in the pages.
Process reading.
Reading by the teacher.
Teacher asks the following questions:

How did the wolf come? ( strolling)
How did other animals come?

Let the learners refer the previous pages and identify the words used in each context. Writes them
on a chart.

What specialty of the inmates of the hut do you notice?
What quality makes them live together?
Do the changes in the picture give any idea about the way they live?
What all other changes do you notice in the pictures?

Elicits answers and writes them on the black board.
Follows True side False Side Activity to assess comprehension.
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What all activities did I do today?
Did I participate in all the activities?
Which one is more interesting?

Expected writings in the learner’s notebook : Added lines, conversation
Evidence of class room process : Song on chart, Conversation, Big picture.
Things to the portfolio :

Learner’s Reflection Teacher's Reflection

Could all learners understand my directions?
 Could I use English comprehensibly?
 How many of them need special care and
support in activities?
Could I incorporate the gifted learners in the
activities?

Assessment : Could all learners comprehend the ideas?
Could they respond in English?
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Session 4
Time: 2 hours

Activity 12      Add more lines

Aim : Add lines to the given song.
Language Focus : Adding lines to a given poem.

30 minutes

 All the inmates started living happily in the clay hut
Showing the cut out, teachers says:

One day Buzz –fuzz the fly started singing:

Buzz- Fuzz, Buzz- Fuzz ,
That’s my name.
I have a little pot
As my hut

Teacher writes the lines on a chart
Then she/he shows the cut out of mouse and says:
Mouse also started singing:

Crunchy Munchy Crunchy Munchy
That’s my name
I have a little pot
As my home

Who started singing next? Can you say?
Let the learners write the lines that Hop stop sings.
Individual writing.
Sharing in two/three group members and presentation by some of them.
Teacher writes the lines on a chart. Allows the learners to correct their lines they wrote in their
note books.

Assessment: Could all learners add lines?

Activity 13  The Gumbly-Grumbly the bear

Aim : Read and comprehend
Languge focus:Comprehend the main idea of the passage
TLM: Cut out of a Bear

40 minutes
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The inmates are happy in the clay hut. One day somebody came there.  Can you say who that was?
Let them predict it.Then teacher shows the cut out of the bear.
What will the bear say?
What will the inmates answer?
Allows them to make predictions and then leads them to the text on page 111.
 Let them make attempts to read individually.
 Process reading.
 Teacher reads aloud the passage in story telling mode.
 Let children read after the teacher.

Now the teacher makes the learners read in the following way:

Learners sit in a circle.  Teacher gives numbers to them.  Asks them to open the Course book.  Then
she calls out a number. The learner concerned may read the first sentence of the passage aloud. Then
the teacher calls out another number. The learner who has got that number reads out the second
sentence of the passage. The activity continues till all learners get a chance to read.

Assessment:   How many of the learners are able to read aloud?

Activity 14 The house of Love

Aim:  To check their comprehension
Language focus:  Listen to the instruction and act accordingly
TLM: Script of TPR

60 minutes

Let  learners go through  the picture  on page No 112.
Interaction

What are they doing?
Where is the bear now?

Elicits responses and leads children to the text on page 112.
 Let them make attempts to read individually.
 Process reading
 Read aloud in story telling mode.
 Let children read after the teacher.
Teacher makes arrangements in the class for a TPR (Total Physical Response) .Divides the
learners in to 4 groups. Each group moves to each corner of the class room.Let them assign
characters.Then teacher reads the script slowly with all the prosodic features.
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Script for TPR

A bullock cart comes
There are pots in the cart
One pot jumps out
The pot rolls on the meadow
The pot rests on the grass.
A fly flies in
It flies into the pot.
The fly makes a window
It builds steps
A mouse scurries in
The mouse also enters the house.

Like this the entire story can be made a TPR activity at the end of the unit.

Assessment: Did all learnersparticipate in the TPR?
How many learners still need individual support?

What all activities did I do today?
Did I participate in all the activities?
Which one is more interesting?

Expected writings in the learner’s notebook: Added lines.
Evidence of class room process: Song on chart, Big picture.
Things to the portfolio:

Learner’s Reflection Teacher's Reflection

Could all learners understand my
directions?
Could I use English comprehensibly?
How many of them need special care
and support in activities?
Could I incorporate the gifted learners
in the activities?
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Session 5
Time: 2 hours

  Activity 15   The house that Jack built   60 minutes

Aim : Read and enjoy the poem
Language focus : Develop the ability to identify the rhythm and pattern

Let the learners listen to the song ‘The house that Jack built’ with the help of ICT .
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sDSYVfnj_E

QR Code.

Elicits the lines through discussion.
Let the learner sing and choreograph.
(Refer page 103 of the Hand Book Follow the process of choreography in detail. Refer previous
modules for the process)

Assessment: Are the learners able to identify the lines from listening to the song?
   Could they present events relevant to the theme of the poem?

Activity 16   Bear and the inmates - Role play 60 minutes

 Aim : Develop the ability to write a conversation
Langage focus :Write a conversation.
TLM : Chart ,cut outs of bear and the inmates of clay hut.
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Teacher narrates the context given on page 114 in the class and asks:
What will the bear ask?
Who will reply?
What will the fly/frog/ mouse say?

Teacher pastes the cut out of the bear on a chart.
Let them write the exchanges individually and present them. Those who couldn’t write can respond in
mother tongue.Teacher can megaphone it.
Select the best one and write it in the bubble drawn near the bear.

Who will talk next?
Elicits response. Pastes the character in the chart.
Learners write the dialogue in their books.
Select the best one and write it in the bubble drawn near the character
The same process is followed to elicit the whole conversation.
Learners are grouped and each group presents the conversation as role-play.

Assessment: How many of the learners could write proper dialogues?

hat all activities did I do today?
Did I participate in all the activities?
Which one is more interesting?

 Expected writings in the learner’s notebook: Conversation.
Evidence of class room process: Song on chart, Videos of choreography & Roleplay
Things to the portfolio:

Learner’s Reflection Teacher's Reflection

Could all learners understand my directions?
Could I use English comprehensibly?
How many of them need special care and support
in activities?
Could I incorporate the gifted learners in the
activities?
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Self-assessment worksheet for learners. 
 

  Fully Partially Not at all 
 Could I identify all the rooms?                    
 Could I place all the things properly?    
 Could I add more items to each room?       
 

Session 6
Time: 2 hours

Activity 17   Furnish the home               45  minutes

Aim : To identify the furnishing items needed for each room in a house.
Language focus : Develop vocabulary.
TLM : 3D House plan, word cards of the things of house, Enlarged picture of house plan.

 Teacher shows a video of 3D house plan or the top view of a house without roof to get the idea about
the plan of the house given in the Course book No.115.
Asks the learners to complete the task  given in page 115 ( Act.2)individually.
Teacher presents the plan in the chart. Places the word cards on the table   learners paste the    card one
by one on the chart. Teacher initiates discussion on each room, its function and items in that room.
Children assess their work based on the discussion and make necessary modifications in their notebooks.
Learners are asked to complete the extended task given in page 116 of the Course book.

Activity  18   The guest in the night 30 minutes
Aim: Retelling and writing a story.
Language focus: Express ideas through simple sentences.

Teacher narrates the events given in the text book ( Page No.116 Act: 3). Learners sit in a circle.
Teacher elicits the story by asking questions
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Who is the new visitor?
(Eg.Cat)
How does it he come?
Does it make any sound?
(Mewing )
How can we begin our story?
By and by a cat came mewing.
When the cat see the clay hut, what will he think?
Oh, a little hut with a window………………………..

Teacher processes the story in this way.
Let them write the story in their notebook. Random presentation by the leaners.
Teacher elicits the story and writes it on a chart.
Reading the chart by the learners.

Assessment: Could the learners their express ideas through writing?

Activity:19 - My Dish - Outdoor game 45 minutes

Aim : Generate language through natural settings
Language focus : Write brief descriptions.
TLM : Masks, list of ingredients.

 Teacher’s Interaction
We use many things to cook food.
What all things   do you see in your kitchen?

Elicits and writes their responses on the chart.
Today we are going for a cooking competition. Have you seen cookery shows in TV?

Let them name one or two.  Allows them to talk about the shows.
You can act as any character in our story.
I am mouse. (Teacher wears the mask of the mouse )

Which character you want to be?
Select your character and wear the mask.

(Children select the masks and wear them. There can be masks for making pairs so that the learners
do the rest of the activity in pairs )

Now we are going to prepare food.
I like Tapioca. So I will cook Tapioca curry.
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What are the things we need to make Tapioca curry? Do you know it?
Teacher elicits the ingredients and writes a brief process.

Elicits and writes the list of ingredients on the board.
Now what about you? Select your favorite dish.

(Each one selects their favorite dish and lists out ingredients. Teacher can use the chart which
contains the list of common ingredients for reference.)

 The pairs fix their item, list out the ingredients and write  the process of cooking.
The teacher can visit the groups and ask about their recipes.

        How did you prepare your dish? Write down the recipe in your notebook .

Assessment: Could they list down the name of ingredients?

What all activities did I do today?
Did I participate in all the activities?
Which one is more interesting?

Expected writings in the learner’s notebook: story, description, worksheets.
Evidence of class room process: word web, teacher versions.
Things to the portfolio:

Learner’s Reflection Teacher's Reflection

Could all learners understand my
directions?
Could I use English comprehensibly?
How many of them need special care
and support in activities?Could I
incorporate the gifted learners in the
activities?
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Session 7
Time: 2 hours

Activity 20   Address tag 60minutes

Aim :  To familiaz with the format of address.
Language focus : Develop the ability to write address in letters.

Teacher draws a tree and a bee hive and asks:
Whose home is this? Can you guess?
Our fly lived here. This is its old home.

Teacher exhibits the address tags  given in handbook page 106 on a chart.
Interaction

These are the former addresses of the inmates of  the clay hut.
Can you identify the address tag of fly?

 Learners identify the address. Teacher writes the address near the bee hive.
Teacher asks the students to draw the picture of other inmates of clay hut and write their address.
Discussion on the essential details of a postal address.
Assignment:  Draw your home and write the address of your home below it.

As an extended activity, let them bring a post card, write a letter to their
friend and post it.

Activity21 - Headlines      60minutes

Aim : To identify the  titles of news items.
Language focus : Read and comprehend a piece of news. Select appropriate titles from the

options given.
TLM :  Sheets of Newspaper

Teacher distributes sheets of newspaper to groups. Provides them the opportunity to go through the
head lines.
 Teacher talk

Children please go through the newspaper sheets.
Read the marked news items.

Assessment : Could the learners read and identify the proper address tags?
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Group one can read aloud their news to the class.
Others can guess the title of the news.

Let the other groups also read aloud their news and the rest guess the titles.
Now the teacher leads children to page 120 of TB.

There are five news items there.
Allots one piece to one group.
Let them read the news and find suitable titles from the options given.
Helps children to comprehend the idea.

Assessment : Could the learners comprehend the idea?
Could they choose the correct title?

What all activities did I do today?
Did I participate in all the activities?
Which one is more interesting?

Expected writings in the learner’s notebook: Address tags, news headlines
Evidence of class room process: Newspaper, teacher versions
Things to the portfolio

Learner’s Reflection Teacher's Reflection

Could all learners understand my
directions?
Could I use English comprehensibly?
How many of them need special care
and support in activities?
Could I incorporate the gifted learners
in the activities?
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Session 8
Time: 2 hours

Activity 21   We are friends              30minutes

Aim : Familiarize how to introduce a person.
Language Focus : To introduce a person.

Teacher assigns roles of characters of the story to the learners. ( fly , mouse ,etc.)
Teacher assigns himself as Buzz Fuzz the fly and says:

I am Buzz-Fuzz ,the fly.
Now pointing to mouse says:
That’s my friend Crunch munch the mouse.

Asks the students to introduce their friends.
Leads them to Activity number 7 on page 121 of the Coursebook

Assignment: How many learners are ready to introduce their friends?
How many of them use correct sentences?
How many of them completed the worksheets in the correct manner?

Activity22 -Clay pot to Clay hut       60 minutes

Aim  : Ability to read a picture and express the idea in writing
Language focus : Uses prepositions to locate things.

 After completing the story, the teacher makes a picture walk through the text. Discuss about the
changes happend to the pot.

Who came first to live in the pot?
Who came second?
What changes were made by the fly? ( window asupports, steps)
Who came third?
What change do you see? (a tree behind the pot)

Teacher proceeds like this.
Leads the learners to worksheet given on Page 122.
Let them complete it.

Assessment : How many of identified the changes?
How many of them were able use prepositions properly?
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Type                   

Tiled Terraced Hut Multy storied 
    
 
Number of 

toilets Well Water taps      

        
 

 Activity 23- Project  work -Types of Houses         40 minutes

What all activities did I do today?
Did I participate in all the activities?
Which one is more interesting?

Expected writings in the learner’s notebook: Questionnaire, tables, worksheets.
Evidence of class room process: Teacher versions, tables
Things to the portfolio:

Learner’s Reflection Teacher's Reflection

Could all learners understand my
directions?
Could I use English comprehensibly?
How many of them need special care
and support in activities?
Could I incorporate the gifted learners
in the activities?

The teacher explains the task given on page 123. She/he introduces the project question. Develops
the project methodology through interaction.

Helps them prepare a questionnaire and a table to consolidate.

Model
1.  Name of student
2.  Number of houses visited
3. Types of houses

Aim : To take up project activities
Language Focus : To take up project activities



Class 3
UNIT-6

WHO DID ALEENA’S
HOMEWORK?
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UNIT-6
WHO DID ALEENA’S HOMEWORK?

`
Major Goals of the Unit

The learner:

·  - engages in communicative contexts such as responding to questions, instructions,
directions and pictures.

· reads and comprehends simple rhymes, pictures and produces  discourses based on
it.

· expresses one’s likes and dislikes.

·  writes down thoughts related to the context.

·  undertakes simple projects.

Performance Expectations

      Learner:

          -  participates in games and activities by following  instructions of the teachers.

· comprehends simple narrations.

·  identifies imperative sentences.

· undertakes simple projects
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Activity 2  -   I like, I don’t like

Aim :  Listens to instructions and acts accordingly. Says his/ her likes and dislikes
Language Focus  : Constructs simple sentences.
TLM  :  Flashcards (used in the first activity).

25 minutes

Teacher places a box in the centre of classroom and asks to take a slip from the box.
Teacher asks
“Which is the word? Do you like that action? “
Teacher helps to construct sentence.
Eg : I like cricket. I like reading. I don’t like sleeping. (Give chances to say why do they like or dislike
skipping, cricket…)
Children construct sentences.
Teacher writes the sentences on black board.

Aim : Gets familiarised with school and household works.
Language focus : Listens, comprehends, acts and reads simple instructions and sentences in

English.
TLM : Flash cards (picture and words - Cricket, brushing, bathing, washing,

reading, dancing, listening  music.)

Teacher divides the students into two groups. Teacher places a box containing flash cards on the
table. One member from the first group comes forward and takes a flash card (which has a picture of
an action and a word) from the box and gives it to a member of the second group. The member who
gets the strip acts the action written in the strip. He or She can have a discussion in their groups before
acting. Other group identifies the action.

15 minutes

Session 1
Time: 2 hours

Activity 1 -Charades

Assessment: Do the learners understand the words?
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Assessment: How far the learners can identify their friend from the clues?

Assessment: How many learners are able to write their likes and dislikes?

Activity 3 -    Things I like most 20 minutes

Aim : Writes simple sentences.
Language Focus: Learners recognize and write sentences.
TLM : Strips - ‘I like and dislike’.

Strips - ‘I like and dislike’.
Teacher gives two paper strips and asks the students to write two sentences based on their like
and dislike. Learnerswrite sentences.
Then teacher gives instructions “Take your T.B. Go to page 126. Here you can see a girl. There
are many words around her head. She likes all these things. Do you like all these things?

Assessment: How many learners are able to write their likes and dislikes?

Activity 4 - Guess who is that? 30 minutes

Aim :  Engages in acivities and games.
Language focus : Listen to the instructions and act accordingly.
TLM : Whistle

Teacher divides the class into two groups. Each group stands on opposite sides. Select one member
from group one and covers his eyes with a cloth. Teacher blows the whistle. Then one among the
second group comes forward and touches the selected student. Now the selected learner has to
identify the student who touched him. His group members help him by giving clues.(she/he is tall, long
hair, cute, curly hair, round face, small eyes etc.). Then second group selects a student and continues
the game.
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Activity 5 - Listen and draw

Aim : To assess the listening ability of the learners
Language focus : Listens and comprehends descriptions and draws accordingly.
TLM : Flash cards (picture and words - Cricket, brushing, bathing, washing,

reading,   dancing, listening  music.)

30 minutes

Teacher distributes A4 sheet paper to all the learners and asks them to draw the picture by listening
to the descriptions.
“Aleena is a beautiful girl. She has short curly black hair. She has a round face. Her nose is long and
beautiful. She wears beautiful rings and bangles. She wears green shirt with orange flowers on it. Her
jeans  ash in colour. She has a pair of black shoes. …”
Now teacher gives enough time to draw the picture of Aleena.

Assessment: Are the students able to follow my description?
Are they able to draw according to the description given?

Learner’s Reflection

1 . Which activity did I remember now?
2 . Which activity did I enjoy the most?
3 . How did I help others today?
4 . Did I feel any difficulty in comprehending the
instructions?
5.  How could I solve the issues?

Teacher's Reflection

1.  To what extent were my learners able to listen
and comprehend my instructions?
2.  What were their levels and abilities to focus
on the instructions?
3. Who needed immediate support and attention?
4.  What support should I give them to improve
their ability to comprehend?

Expected writings in the learner’s note book : List of likes and dislikes.
Evidence of class room process : Sentence strips of likes and  dislikes, Picture

  of Aleena.
Things that go to portfolio :
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Session 2
Time: 2 hours

Teacher projects Page No. -127 of the course book on the screen.
Teacher asks the learners
“What do you see in the picture?”
Learners come up with what they see in the picture. Teacher can help them to begin saying-
There is a school in the picture. Teacher asks “Can you see any one in the picture?”. If the learners
say yes, she asks them “Is it Aleena?”. Similarly, teacher elicits words like hair, curly, bangles, black,
earring etc. showing Aleena’s picture. Revisits more describing words like curly, black shoes, round
face etc.  and writes on the black board.

Assessment: What is the level of my learners ability to describe a picture?

Activity 6 -What do you see in the picture?

Aim : Expands vocabulary to describe the picture.
Develops power of perception and observation.

Language focus : Learners engage in conversation with teacher and describe a picture.
TLM : Page No.127 in course book/ digital copy.

10 minutes

Activity 7 -Echo Reading

Aim : Understands the articulatory features of language.
Language Focus : Reading with proper pace, tone and expression.
TLM : Course Book

10 minutes

Teacher reads the passage on page 127 of the course book.  Asks the learners to read after her.

Activity 8 - My Favourite Game

Aim : Writes simple descriptions of their favourite games.
Language focus : Writes simple sentences about games.
TLM : Page No 127 in the course book.

40 minutes

Assessment: How far the learners are able to read with proper accent, tone and expression?
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Teacher interacts with the learners:
• What is she doing?
• What is in her hand?
• What game do we play with a rope?
·  What are the different games you know to play?
Teacher lists out names of games on black board.
Children write down the name of games in their note books.
Teacher selects a game from the list and discusses the rules of the game like the following:

• Is it an indoor game or outdoor game?
• How many players are there in the game?
• What are the things we need to play the game?

Teacher writes the responses on the black board. Finally, it becomes a reading text regarding the
game. Then teacher asks them to read  a write up on football.
Then Teacher leads them to write about their favourite game on page 137 in the course book.
Helps to complete the task.

Assessment: How far the learners are able to describe their favourite game?

Activity 9 - New Words

Aim : Engages in game and builds up team spirit.
Describes the actions.

Language Focus : Describes the word and recognizes the meaning.
TLM : Word strips

20 minutes

Teacher invites the learner’s attention to page 128  of the course book and interacts with them using
the picture.
Now Teacher gives to the learners instructions related to the game.
Learners stand in a circle and select one boy/girl.
Teacher gives a word strip “Yelling”. Teacher tells about different sounds and its names also. First
one is related to sound and teacher gives the instruction to the boy/girl to read the word strip.
Asks the others to enact the sound.
Teacher selects the boy/girl who made almost similar one. She/he is the winner and teacher makes
the sound clearer and asks all the learners to enact it.
Same procedure to present the words ‘grabbed’and ‘amazement’.
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Assessment: Are all the students able to understand and present the words?

Activity 10 - Doll Making

Aim : Arouses the interest to enhance his/her creativity.
Language focus : Follows the instructions and acts accordingly.
TLM :  Bottles, papers, Ice cream ball, Chart paper, Scissors

25 minutes

Teacher asks:
• What are the things you used to play?
• Which is your favourite toy?
• How many of you have dolls?
• How does your doll look like?

Teacher says: “Let’s make a doll”. She/he shows how to make a doll using different materials.
(https:// youtu.be/EARM7BeMMEQ)
Teacher divides the pupils into groups. Then gives materials to each group and asks to make their
favourite doll.
Teacher says:
“You can make your doll beautiful with any materials (variety in shape/ designs etc.)
Group presentation.
Teacher says:  Imagine that your doll has life. It has magical powers too. It can give anything you want.
Then, what are the things you ask for?
Teacher elicits responses.

Assessment  : How many students were able to follow the instructions and make the doll?

Activity 11 - Read and comprehend

Aim : Listen’s to the story and comprehends it.
Language focus : Learners identify the main idea through reading.
TLM : Page 129 of the course book

15 minutes
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Teacher interacts with students:
“Let us see what Aleena asked  the elf ?” Now learners are asked to read the passage on page 129
in the course book.
Process reading. After reading aloud, Teacher asks some interaction questions.

· How did the elf help Aleena to do her homework?
· Can the elf do whatever Aleena asks?
· Did Aleena do any help to the elf?
· …….

Assessment: Did my learners comprehend the text well?

1 Which activity did I remember now?

2 Which activity did I enjoy the most?

3 How did I help others today?

4 Did I feel any difficulty in comprehending
the instructions?

5 How could I solve the issues?

1 To what extent were my learners able to listen
and comprehend my instructions?
2 What were their levels and abilities to focus on
the instructions?
3 Who needed immediate support and my
attention?
4 What support should I give to them to improve
their ability?

Expected writings in the learner’s note book : Description of a game.
Evidence of classroom process : Doll.
Things that go to portfolio :

Learner’s Reflections Teacher's Reflections
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Students' ReflectionsActivity 13 - Changes in Aleena

Aim : Writes down thoughts related to the context.
Language focus : Expresses his/her thoughts .
TLM :  Page 138 in the course book.

20 minutes

Teacher and learners sit in a circle. Discuss about Aleena’s changes. Asks each student to tell about a
change in her. Motivates students to speak freely.
How do you think about yourself to improve your studies? Learners introspect.
 Teacher leads their attention to the activity 4 in page 138 in the course book.

Assessment : How many of  the learners are able to find out the qualities?

Session 3
Time: 2 hours

Activity 12 - The happiest day

Aim : Reads and comprehends the text.
Language focus : Comprehends the text well with the help of simple questions.
TLM : Page 130 in the course book.

10 minutes

Teacher interacts with students.
· How did the elf help Aleena in her studies?
· Is it useful for her?
· Did it make any change in her?

Teacher elicits students’ free responses. Asks to go through page 130 of the course book till the
line. “She is always cheerful and is never rude, said her teachers”

Assessment: How many of them are able to read and comprehend the text?

Activity 14- Aleena’s Room

Aim : Enables the learners to give instructions.
Language focus : Gives instructions in appropriate sentence pattern.
TLM : Bag, pen, note book. Page 140 in the course book.

40 minutes
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Assessment: Are they able to list out qualities?

Teacher places a bag on the table and sings,
· Where is the bag?
· The bag is on the table.

Teacher puts a pen inside the bag and sings the second line
· Where is the Pen?
· The pen is in the bag.

Teacher takes a notebook and places under the bag then sings
· Where is the book?
· The book is under the bag

Teacher elicits similar lines.
Then teacher asks the learners to take page 140 in the course book and interacts with students:
‘This was Aleena’s room before she changed. It was in a mess.
Give some suggestions to arrange her room. What are the things in the picture?’
Students say the words loudly.
Teacher writes the words on the Black Board.
Asks students:

· Where are the books now?
· Where shall we keep it?
· How do you suggest Aleena to keep the books on the rack?.

Teacher writes the responses on the black board.
‘Keep the books on the book rack.’

·  Where should we keep the pillows?
Teacher asks similar questions regarding the remaining things and elicits responses.
 She/he asks the learners to complete task in the page 140.

Assessment: Are the learners able to give proper suggestions?

Activity 15- Aleena’s Room

Aim : Uses ‘can’ to express ability.
Language focus : Uses modal auxiliary ‘can’ to show ability.
TLM : Page 139 in the course book.

20 minutes

Teacher interacts with students.
“Now Aleena is a good, model girl. She has a lot of good qualities.  She keeps her room clean, always
cheerful. We have some friends having good qualities. Can you list out some qualities in your friend?
Then students asked to complete task in the page 139.( Eg. Raju can sing well)
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Assessment: How many of them are able to express their thoughts?

Activity 16- Project

Aim : Categorises the duties that they can do their own and with
 the help of others.

Language focus :  Identifies the duties and categorises.
TLM :  Page 141 in the course book, sentence strips.

30 minutes

Teacher gives a list of duties in a printed sheet.  Asks learners to cut it into sentence strips.
Now teacher asks them to group the sentences according to the instructions given in page 141.

Learner’s Reflection Teacher's Reflection

1.  Which activity did I remember now?
2.  Which activity did I enjoy the most?
3.  How did I help others today?
4. Did I feel any difficulty in comprehending

the instructions?
5.  How could I solve the issues?

1. To what extent were my learners able to
listen and comprehend my instructions?

2.What were their levels and abilities to focus
on the instructions?

3.Who needed immediate support and my
attention?

4.What support should I give to them to
improve their ability?

Expected writings in the learner’s note book : List of Changes. Qualities of friend.
   Suggestions to clean her room.

Evidence of class room process : Project.
Things that go to portfolio :
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· What did she get from the bed?
· Who wrote this letter?

Teacher interacts with the students.
· Do you have any such missing experience?

 They are allowed to share their experience.
Then teacher shows the video ‘Diana and lost doll’ in you tube channel upto the situation where the
doll is missing. Pausing the video, teacher interacts with the learners-

· what will be the feeling of Diana? (Eliciting Responses).
Aleena is very sad now. Her dearest elf is missing now. A lot of thoughts flashed into her mind. Can
you write on the thoughts in her mind? Teacher leads to page 136 in the course book and asks them
to complete the task.

Assessment: How far the learners are able to reflect their thoughts?

Session 4
Time: 2 hours

Activity 17 - Thought

Aim : Expresses their feelings and thoughts.
Language focus : Expresses one’s “Lost feeling” in simple sentences.
TLM : Page 130 and  131 in the course book.

40 minutes

It was a happy day for Aleena. Why?
Teacher elicits free responses. Then teacher leads them to page 130 from “ Aleena reached
home…” till the end of the page 131 in the course book.
Process reading.

· What happened to elf?
· Is Aleena happy now?

Activity 18 - Outing

Aim : Reads and enjoys simple poems.
Language focus : Identifies rhyming words.
TLM : Page 132-135 and 138 in the course book.

45 minutes
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Aleena,
House no 124
Kundukulam 679574
Malappuram district

Teacher narrates:
 “Aleena was very gloomy on those days. So, her mother took her for an outing. They went to a pet
shop. An old man was singing a song in front of the gate.
Do you want to hear that song?”
Teacher invites their attention to page 132 and 133 of the course book.
Teacher recites the rhyme rhythmically two or three times.
Asks them to pick out the rhyming words. Then teacher leads them to the activity in TB page 135 of
the course book.
Now teacher asks them to find out the creatures in the rhyme. Learners list them out and write in their
note book. Teacher leads them to activity in page 134 of the course book.
“Do you have any pets?” Teacher elicits response.
‘Aleena had a cat. It was very cute. It was white in colour. Today they bought some other pets.
Can you guess them? It is there in  page 138 of the course book.
What are they? What is its colour and size? Can you describe them?’

Assessment: How far the learners are able to identify the rhyming words?

Activity 19 - Letter

Aim : Understands the format of letter.
Language focus : Writes simple sentences relevant to the context.
TLM : Letter.

35 minutes

Teacher narrates the story.
“After the Christmas holidays Aleena got a letter from her friend Ammu. (teacher present the letter
from Ammu on a Chart.) She wrote about her Christmas celebration. She had a picnic in this holidays
and bought a new frock. Aleena thought about her elf. She never wrote a letter to him. And haven’t
said about her new pets bought from the pet shop”.

Muthukulam
30.12.2018

Dear Aleena
How are you? How was your vacation? How did you celebrate your Christmas? My mother

bought a beautiful green frock. We had a good feast on Christmas. After Christmas we went to
Athirappilly waterfall. I miss you very much. When will we meet?

With love
Ammu

Assessment: How many of the  learners are able to write a letter?
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Learner’s Reflection Teacher's Reflection

1. To what extent were my learners able to
listen and comprehend my instructions?

2 What were their levels and abilities to focus
on the instructions?

3 Who needed immediate support and my
attention?

4 What support should I give to them to
improve their ability?

Expected writings in the learners note book: Thoughts of Aleena , Rhyming words. List
of animals.description of pets, Letter

Evidence of class room process   : Letter, Thoughts.
Things that go to portfolio   :

1 Which activity did I remember now?

2 Which activity did I enjoy the most?

3 How did I help others today?

4 Did I feel any difficulty in comprehending
the instructions?

5 How could I solve the issues?
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Session 5
Time: 2 hours

Activity 20 - Retelling the story

Aim : Engage the learners to present the story orally.
Language focus : Narrate and sequence a simple story
TLM : Sentence strips

30 minutes

Teacher and learners sit in a circle. Each learner is asked to say a sentence from the story in a sequence.
Learners narrate the story in the correct order. Teacher divides the students into four groups and gives
sentence strips. Each group has to paste the strips in correct order. Those group completing the task
first will be the winner. Now teacher leads them to the activity ‘I can’ on  page 143 of the course book.

Assessment: How many of the learners are able to narrate and sequence the events
in  the story?

Activity 21 - Whose words are these?

Aim : Recalls the story.
Language focus : Identifies the characters.
TLM : Dialogue strips.

30 minutes

Teacher divides the class into two groups. Presents some dialogues in a chart. One group has to ask
one question to  the other group and they have to find out  “Who said this?.
In the same way the second group asks  the first. Continues the game. Then teacher leads the learners
to activity on TB page 136 of the coursebook.

Assessment: How many of the learners are able to identify the characters?

Activity 22 - Hiding words

Aim : Develops new vocabulary.
Language focus : Identifies hiding words.
TLM : Word strips.

30 minutes
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Teacher divides the class into four groups.  Gives a word card to each group.(words should be
selected from the activity on page 139 of the course book). Teacher gives one minute. Each group has
to find out maximum words from letters of given word. After one minute, the teacher finds out  the
group which writes more words.
Then gives the second word strip and continues the game. Then teacher leads the learners to Activity
6 on  page 139 of the course book.

Assessment: How many learners are able to find out the hiding words?

Activity 23 - My words

Aim : Finds out the meaning of a word.
Language focus : Identifies the meaning of words.
TLM : Pictures, Page 142 in the course book.

30 minutes

Teacher shows a picture. (Each picture illustrates the sentence in the activity ‘my word’ on  page 142
ofthe course book) Teacher asks the learners to relate the picture with the sentence given in their text
book.
Now discusses the meaning of underlined words in the sentence.
Then teacher shows second picture and continues the process. Then teacher leads the students to
activity 6 on  page 139 of the course book.
Assessment: How many of  the learners  are able to find out the meaning of the words?

1 Which activity did I remember now?
2 Which activity did I enjoy the most?
3 How did I help others today?
4 Did I feel any difficulty in
comprehending the instructions?
5 How could I solve the issues?

Expected writings in the learner’s note book: Story sequencing. Hiding words.
My words.

Evidence of class room process :  Story
Things that goes to portfolio :

Learner’s Reflections Teacher's Reflections

1. To what extent were my learners able to listen
and comprehend my instructions?

2.  What were their levels and abilities to focus
on the instructions?

3.  Who needed immediate support and my
attention?

4.  What support should I give to them to
improve their ability?


